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Sea level scenarios
• Projection system
• Projecting changes in
storm surges
• Projecting changes in
regional mean sea
level
• The H++ concept
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Ensemble climate change
projections
Uncertainty in
large scale
atmospheric
forcing

Downscale to get uncertainty in
Regional scale atmospheric
forcing

Run surge model simulations to
estimate uncertainty range in
local extreme water levels

?
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Ensemble climate change
projections

Uncertainty in large scale patterns of
time average sea level change

Uncertainty in
large scale
atmospheric
forcing
Add in ice melt
uncertainty
Downscale to get uncertainty in
Regional scale atmospheric
forcing

Run surge model simulations to
estimate uncertainty range in
local extreme water levels

?
River flow modelling

Sea level scenarios
• Projection system
• Projecting changes in
storm surges
• Projecting changes in
regional mean sea
level
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~hadto/extremes/R/trend_signif_rLargest_Thames_ppt_slide_all_runids_with_trendy_50yr_RL.R

What about the trends at
Sheerness?

Sea level scenarios
• Projection system
• Projecting changes in
storm surges
• Projecting changes in
regional mean sea
level
• The H++ concept
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IPCC AR4 mean sea level
Projections
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IPCC AR4 mean sea level
Projections

AR4 2007
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IPCC AR4 mean sea level
Projections

AR4 2007

Does the UK
experience
the global
mean?
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Projected spread of regional
change relative to global mean
over the 21st century
Multi-model ensembles used by IPCC
Third Assessment (TAR, IS92a scenario),
Fourth Assessment (AR4_IPCC, SRES
A1B scenario) and perturbed parameter
ensembles from QUMP project
(QUMP_AFA, QUMP_OFA, SRES A1B
scenario).

2 x standard deviation (m)
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Ratio of 21st century sea level change around UK to
global change for a range of IPCC 4th assessment
models - excluding changes in glaciers and ice
sheets.

Regions for UK SLR
averages (red region
includes green areas)
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Climate information package
for TE2100
High++

• Likely range based on
existing models
• SRES emissions
scenarios considered
equally likely
• Surges projected to have
no significant trend to
2100
• Regional relative mean
sea level rise 20cm to
90cm by 2100
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Adaptation: Extreme water
level scenarios
• Projection system
• Projecting changes in
storm surges
• Projecting changes in
regional mean sea
level
• The H++ concept
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Change in track latitude

Change in intensity
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What about the IPCC AR4 model
with the largest increase in storm
intensity?
One measure of
storminess results
in these surges
events

An alternative puts
it here

IPCC AR4 mean sea level
Projections
+additional
contribution
from ice sheet
???????
AR4 2007

Does the UK
experience
the global
mean?
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Is 90cm the upper limit for time
mean sea level rise?
For mean sea level rise
• Probably not less than than zero
• Probably not more than 12m
• 4m – based on Lenton et al., 2008 (based on Hansen,
2005)
• 1.6±0.8m – Rohling et al., 2008 (based on observations)
• 2m – Pfeffer et al., 2008 (considering constraints)
• 2m - various personal comms with ice sheet “experts”

Climate information package:
TE2100
• Likely range based on
existing models
• SRES emissions
scenarios considered
equally likely
• Surges projected to have
no significant trend to
2100
• Regional relative mean
sea level rise 20cm to
90cm by 2100

Single H++ scenario
including other
information and more
extreme models
Upper part of the H++ range
viewed as very unlikely
Used for sensitivity testing
5-year return period surge
component is +0.7cm
Mean sea level rise
component approx +2m
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Sea level is projected to rise
0.6

SRES A1B

Sea level rise (m)
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Sea level is projected to rise
0.6

Sea level rise (m)
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Questions and
Answers?

Skew surge return period
curve at 2100
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Global mean sea-level rise under
a business-as-usual and a
mitigation scenario

Additional people
flooded per year

Relative sea-level rise and its uncertainty
over the 21st century:
13 AR4 models, SRES A1B scenario

Contours give sea level in
control simulation, every 0.2m,
thick for +ve, thin for –ve.

Change (sig. at 95% level relative to unforced variability) (m)
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For HadCM3, 2% scenario at 4xCO2 (year 70)

Contribution of temperature and salinity to
steric changes relative to the global mean

Thermosteric

Halosteric

Components of global-mean
sea-level rise
Thermal expansion
Melt of glaciers and small ice caps
Ice sheet contribution to sea-level
rise and irreversibility of ice sheet
changes
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Ice Sheets and Ice Shelves
Jeff, Jamie, Helene, Chris H, Ian C

Ice sheets initiated at
intervals of 10% area
Climate from HadCM3 forces
an off-line ice sheet model
Time series of ice sheet
evolution shows steps as
driving climate is updated

Understanding observations
and observational constraints
Historical sea-level budget and components.
Budget is not well constrained – one method to
look at budget has been to use spatial patterns.
Try to refine this approach (Jonathan G, Anne,
Matt P, Jason). A better understanding of
historical components could give a better
foundation for projections.
Look for links between sea-level projections and
observed quantities
Use AR4, QUMP and future AR5 ensembles
Characterise and evaluate variability
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Extreme changes in water
level (Tom et al.)
Storm-surges
Significant wave height

Model setup to look
at storm
surge
changes for
UKCP09
and
TE2100
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Trends
In storm
surge
component
However, trends in
storminess-driven
component of extreme
sea level at Thames
mouth are not
significant when driven
by MOHC ensemble
Plot shows time series
of annual max skew
surge and a fitted trend
line based on the annual
5 largest.

GWL of top 100 surge events at Thames

Understanding storm
surge drivers and linking
to larger-scale patterns
Climatological composites showing some of the 29 GWL
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Waves: extending UKCP09
wave work to improve
uncertainty estimate, and
inter-model comparison of
WW3 and WAM.
Collaboration with OFRD

Shelf Seas (Jonathan T et al.)
Set up system to run POLCOMS with HadCM3/HadRM3
forcings
Validate against UKCP09 runs and obs.
Test sensitivities of shelf system
Climate Change and the Shelf Seas:
Projections with uncertainty including T,S (U,V?)
Interannual variability
D&A on the shelf
SLR and the shelf
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Change in SST
UKCP09

(2070-2100)-(19901960)

djf, mam,
jja,son
J. Holt, S. Wakelin, J. A.
Lowe and J. Tinker (2010).
"The potential impacts of
climate change on the
hydrography of the
northwest European
continental shelf " Progress
In Oceanography 86(3-4):
361-379.

Impacts
Thames Estuary 2100 project
UKCP09
Links to external groups
MORSE tool
Consultancy
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MORSE (Met Office Relative
SEa level rise)

Diogo et
al.

How can we organise sea
level research better?
• Formation of a sea level working group.
• Include ALL of those working on sea level in Hadley Centre and
climate consultancy.
• A facilitator to organise REGULAR meetings and maintain wiki.
• Wiki to contain current year project plans, longer term aims, and links
to papers of interest.
• First working group meeting to talk through current year projects. Set
questions to address based on IPCC, DECC/Defra and consultancy
requirements.
• Subsequent meetings to:


Review progress – interesting results



Revisit questions/aims



Discuss key papers appearing recently



Discuss conferences/workshops
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